
Diameter
in mm

EU
Size

US
Size

UK/AU/ 
NZ Size

CH
Size

15.50 48 4.5 I 8

15.60 49 5 J 9

16.00 50 5 ¹/³ K 10

16.60 52 6 L 12

17.00 53 6 ¹/³ M 13

17.20 54 6 ²/³ N 14

17.50 55 7 O 15

18.10 57 8 P 17

18.40 58 8 ¹/³ Q 18

18.80 59 8 ²/³ R 19

19.10 60 9 S 20

19.70 62 10 T 22

Ring Size Guide

Print this page out at actual size and use the centimeter 
scale to check that the print size is correct. 

0 41 5 82 6 93 7 10



Finger sizes can change throughout the day 
depending on the weather.  For best results 
SENSA recommends that you measure your 
finger at the end of the day when the fingers 
are warmer rather than cold.

Not sure of your size but already
have a ring that fits perfectly?

— Hold your ring over each circle until it 
 just covers the black line of the inside 
 circumference, this will be the size.
— Half sizes are determined if your 
 ring size falls between two of the circles.

Note:  If the ring you are measuring is thinner 
in width compared to your desired purchase 
you might want to have it slightly bigger 
to ensure that it fits correctly or visa versa.

Still undecided?

More information
Please email sally@sensajewellery.com
to be sure.

Order an actual ring sizer 
Please contact us on +41 (0) 43 535 08 77
or email info@sensajewellery.com

Here are some
measuring tips

— Your ring needs to fit comfortably
— It needs to be tight enough to fit over 
 the knuckle but not too loose that it 
 slides over it too easily.
— Check SENSA’s comparative table if you 
 already know your ring size and want 
 to order it in the right conversion.
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